The collaborative aspect of games has been shown to potentially increase player performance and engagement over time. However, collaborating players need to perform well for the team as a whole to benefit and thus teams often end up performing no better than a strong player would have performed individually. Personalisation offers a means for improving overall performance and engagement, but in collaborative games, personalisation is seldom implemented, and when it is, it is overwhelmingly passive such that the player is not guided to goal states and the effectiveness of the personalisation is not evaluated and adapted accordingly. In this paper, we propose and apply the use of reflective agents to personalisation ('reflective personalisation') in collaborative gaming for individual players within collaborative teams via a combination of individual player and team profiling in order to improve player and thus team performance and engagement. The reflective agents self-evaluate, dynamically adapting their personalisation techniques to most effectively guide players towards specific goal states, match players and form teams. We incorporate this agent-based approach within a microservices architecture, which itself is a set of collaborating services, to facilitate a scalable and portable approach that enables both player and team profiles to persist across multiple games. An experiment involving 90 players over a two-month period was used to comparatively assess three versions of a collaborative game that implemented reflective, guided, and passive personalisation for individual players within teams. Our results suggest that the proposed reflective personalisation approach improves team player performance and engagement within collaborative games over guided or passive personalisation approaches, but that it is especially effective for improving engagement.
Introduction
Multiplayer games fall into three broad categories (Zagal 2006) : competitive games, where players form strategies in direct opposition to other players; cooperative games, where players' interests partially oppose and coincide with each other such that opportunities exist for cooperation but not necessarily for equal reward; and collaborative games, where all players share a common goal and work together as a team, sharing rewards and penalties. Collaborative games serve many purposes (e.g. training, role playing, entertainment) and offer numerous advantages (e.g. heightened game enjoyment, improved teamworking skills), but they are not without their problems, often because each team of players is required to work together and make various decisions. However, while the common expectation is that a group of players will regularly perform better than a single player, groups rarely perform as well as their best player would have performed individually and it is seldom feasible for such a player to be charged with all of the responsibility, information gathering and processing, and decision-making of the group (Linehan et al. 2009 ). Some players within the team will also free ride (Al-Dhanhani et al. 2014) , giving less than their best effort, and where opportunity exists to change teams, backstabbing (Zagal 2006) becomes an issue, whereby players defect at opportune moments. Consequently, no matter how well matched a team is, not all players will be performing and engaging equally and optimally.
Personalisation offers a potential solution here, by customising aspects of the collaborative game with a view to improving player performance and engagement. For example, the most widespread and earliest use of personalisation was in providing explicit advice to players (Bakkes et al. 2012 (Bakkes et al. , 2013 . Since then, personalisation has been found to produce benefits such as improved player satisfaction (Teng 2010) , game enjoyment (Kim et al. 2015) , and game engagement (Das et al. 2015) . However, the application of personalisation to collaborative games specifically has received very limited attention within the research literature, and, overall, personalisation has been highlighted as an area of games where more empirical work and advances are needed (Caroux et al. 2015) .
The aim of this paper is to apply personalisation in collaborative gaming to individual players within teams via a combination of individual player and team profiling with the intention of improving team player performance and engagement. Previously (Daylamani-Zad et al. 2016) , we have experimented with personalisation via individual and team profiling with positive results in terms of player enjoyment and decision making. This paper extends that work by utilising reflective agents (Brazier and Treur 1999; Russell and Norvig 2009) for personalisation ('reflective personalisation') , such that players are actively guided to suitable goal states via a self-evaluative technique that constantly monitors the impacts of recommendations and adapts future recommendations accordingly, including the matching of players and the dynamic formation of teams.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and proposes three increasing levels of personalisation in collaborative games (passive, guided, reflective), considering existing personalised collaborative games within each level. Section 3 presents in detail our Lu-Lu agent-microservices architecture in pursuit of reflective personalisation, comprising adjustment, player and team profiling, personalisation agents, and a microservice gateway. Section 4 evaluates game personalisation within the architecture in terms of player performance and engagement using an experiment involving three different implemented versions of the game that reflect the passive, guided, and reflective personalisation levels presented in Sect. 2.3. Section 5 concludes and discusses future research and development directions.
Personalising collaborative games
This section reviews personalisation in gaming, the advantages and challenges presented by collaborative games, and then focuses on the state-of-the-art regarding personalisation in collaborative games, proposing three increasing levels of personalisation. Karpinskyj et al. (2014) define personalisation as the automatic customisation of content and services based on a prediction of what the user wants, with game personalisation in particular involving the construction of a system capable of tailoring game rules and content to suit aspects of the player, such as their gameplay preferences, playing style or skill level. They survey work relating to game personalisation according to five ways that players are often said to differ from each other: by preferences (gameplay that players find appealing), by personality (distinctive character of players), by experience (how players emotionally and cognitively respond while playing), by performance (the degree and rate of player achievement/progression), and by in-game behaviour (player actions within the game). Their review focuses on the selection of meaningful player characteristics to drive personalisation, reliable and practical observation of the player characteristics, integration of the observation methods into a game adaptation system, and evaluation that verifies the personalisation has the intended effect.
Personalisation in games
Some research focuses on personalisation via broad player types. For example, Göbel et al. (2010) deploy a variation of Bartle's model (killer, achiever, socialiser, and explorer) which is updated as the player makes decisions, while Holmes et al. (2015) use game state changes and visual, auditory or haptic player feedback resulting from player interactions with the game mechanics to help determine players as disruptors, free spirits, achievers, players, socialisers, or philanthropists and promote certain behaviour changes. Ferro et al. (2013) derive relationships between player types, personality types and traits, and game elements and game mechanics. Hardy et al. (2015) describe an interdisciplinary framework for personalised, game-based training for the elderly and disabled which differentiates between three personalisation layers (sensors/actuator (constitutional), user experience, and training), which are used to adjust cognitive or physical challenges which may be dependent on the vital state of the player (e.g. heart rate) or the needs of target player types that share specific characteristics. However, the empirical validity of player types is questioned by some researchers, e.g. Busch et al. (2016) investigated the psychometric properties and predictive validity of player types within the popular BrainHex model and found that psychometric properties could be improved while predictive validity required significant further study.
Consequently, a broader body of research more specifically considers a personalised game to utilise player profiles (also known as player models) to tailor the game experience to the individual player rather than a type of player. For example, Bakkes et al. (2012 Bakkes et al. ( , 2013 utilise one or more of the following personalisation components informed by difficulty-scaling techniques: space, mission/task, characters, game mechanics, narrative, or music/sound adaptation, and player matching in multiplayer games. Similarly, Machado et al. (2011) define player profiling as an abstract description of the current state of a player at a particular moment, which can be carried out according to satisfaction (player preferences), knowledge (what the player knows), position (player movement) and strategy (interpreting the player actions and relating them with game goals). These can be modelled in increasing levels of use, from online tracking (for predicting future actions), to online strategy recognition (iden-tifying a set of actions as a higher level objective or strategy, often used for teams), to offline review (game log evaluations). Natkin and Yan (2006) distinguish three player profile levels: generic, localised, and personalised, the latter involving complex state variables such as a player's skill level, relationships and habits. These are mapped to global, context-oriented and character-based narration schemes in multiplayer mixed reality games, so that narration can be personalised to groups and individual players. Shaker et al. (2010) derive profiles from predicted player experience based on features of level design and playing styles, which are constructed using preference learning based on post-play questionnaires. Similarly, Bakkes et al. (2014) personalise levels taking into account challenge balancing within an enhanced version of Infinite Mario Bros, such that short new level segments are generated during gameplay by mapping gameplay observations to player experience estimates. Hocine et al. (2015) use player profiles in conjunction with a training module in serious games to model a stroke patient's motor abilities based on short-term prediction and their daily physical condition, which are then used to generate dynamically-customised game difficulty levels.
Given the above two approaches to personalisation, player types and player profiles, the latter have proven less controversial and profiles tend to be more comprehensive in their coverage as they are specific to a particular player, which facilitates broader means of personalisation within a game. However, the focus is overwhelmingly on the individual player and thus profiling groups of players has not been adequately considered, which is important to collaborative games involving teams.
Advantages and challenges of collaborative games
A range of benefits deriving from collaboration within a game environment has been evidenced in the research literature, including increased game enjoyment (Nardi and Harris 2006) , increased sense of presence (von der Pütten et al. 2012) , support and improvement of social interactions (Silva et al. 2014) , improved communication, collaboration and teamwork skills (González-González et al. 2014), improved team training (O'Connor and Menaker 2008) , and improved sympathy and empathy toward patients (Octavia and Coninx 2014) . Nasir et al. (2015) found that playing a collaborative game resulted in increased interaction and participation in real-world collaborative tasks performed subsequently. Studies (van der Meij et al. 2013) have found that even a collaborative debriefing following a non-collaborative-gaming session can improve player score over time.
While games and gamification have long been seen as beneficial to education and training (Angelides and Paul 1993; Siemer and Angelides 1998; Malas and Hamtini 2016) , collaborative games in particular have been shown to facilitate team training and thus have been designed as instructional games promoting team learning and transfer. Characteristics seen as promoting learning include: environment, reality, interactivity, role play, engagement, rules, persistence, efficiency, and fidelity (O'Connor and Menaker 2008) . Consequently, many collaborative games have tended to be educational or serious in nature. For example, GAMEBRIDGE (Oksanen 2013; Oksanen and Hamalainen 2014) is a 3D serious collaborative game focused on teaching the requirements for future working life, while DREAD-ED (Linehan et al. 2009 ) places players in unique roles in an emergency management team and was found to demonstrate similar problems to those faced by real-world decision-making groups. Many collaborative games target the health domain with various objectives, e.g. helping hospitalised children to communicate and collaborate (González-González et al. 2014) , collaborative rehabilitation of multiple sclerosis patients (Octavia and Coninx 2014) , enabling patients to virtually exercise together and interact with each other under doctor supervision (Lin et al. 2015) , and supporting sharing, performance and interaction among autistic players (Silva et al. 2014) .
As can be seen, the nature of collaboration can vary widely within a collaborative game, from informal encounters to highly-organised play within structured, collaborative groups (Nardi and Harris 2006) . Collaborative gameplay is often supported through social networks, making it possible to establish relationships and encouraging collaboration as well as the transfer of strategies and knowledge linked with demands and executions specific to the game. In such games, Del-Moral Pérez et al. (2014) found four collaborative processes prioritised by players: collaborating and giving other players gifts, learning new strategies, sharing strategies, and helping other players expand. The level of awareness provided by a collaborative game varies but is necessary to fully undertake collaborative tasks effectively. Teruel et al. (2016) propose a comprehensive concept of 'gamespace awareness' that covers the present, the past, the future, and social and group dynamics. Other research has explored issues of player commitment and loyalty in collaborative games (Moon et al. 2013) , by motivating players to embrace ownership of the game via enhancing their ability to control their game character and to develop an online social identity, and issues of participation in collaborative games (Kim et al. 2013) by establishing prices to encourage participation and retain players in order to maintain a healthy number of game participants.
Team formation is an important but much neglected aspect of collaborative games, yet it is a widely-explored topic in non-gaming domains, such as in collaborative filtering and recommendation (Retna Raj and Sasipraba 2015; Ghenname et al. 2015; Najafabadi and Mahrin 2016) , collaborative design (Xu et al. 2010) , collaborative crowdsourcing (Lykourentzou et al. 2016) , and expert collaboration in social networks (Basiri et al. 2017) . However, in multi-player games, the focus has overwhelmingly been on player matching and more so with a view to finding worthy opponents for players to play against rather than suitable players to play with in a team (Daylamani Zad et al. 2012) . For example, Corem et al. (2013) propose a technique for quickly matching opponents with similar skill levels to facilitate fair tournaments, while Tsai (2016) propose a technique for matching competitors in educational multi-player online games. The exploitation of social media has enabled player matching to somewhat influence the personalisation function, as in the SoCom architecture (Konert et al. 2014) , where currently-online friends of a player may contribute game content to specific calls from a game, or as in BLUE (Naudet et al. 2013) , where museum visitors' experiences are personalised through the use of gaming and social networks which exploit the player's cognitive profile and personal interests as inferred from the choices they make during an associated Facebook game. Thus, in the vast majority of collaborative games, teams are usually self-formed by the players themselves and some methods have been proposed for facilitating that, e.g. in the PlayerRating interface add-on (Kaiser and Feng 2009) for World of Warcraft, prior experiences of a player's peers are used to determine the reputation of all peers, allowing well-behaved players to safely congregate and avoid interaction with antisocial peers. Studies of multi-player games have consequently focused on understanding what motivates players' choices of teammates and the relationship with performance, with one key finding being that large variations in competence within teams discourages repeated interactions (Alhazmi et al. 2017) . This is in line with findings from collaborative learning environments, in which approaches that focus on automatically-forming optimally balanced student teams have been found to perform better than manual allocation to the student teams by experts (Yannibelli and Amandi 2012; Bergey and King 2014) . Considering feedback from student collaborations has also been found to improve the group formation process (Srba and Bielikova 2015) . Thus, an effective team in collaborative games is considered to be an automatically-formed, balanced team that may be reformed during the game according to feedback.
The wide-ranging impacts of collaboration within gaming environments coupled with increasingly complex social interactions possible through on-going technological advances, has resulted in rich, complex environments that offer great benefits but also pose significant challenges to personalisation. The additional challenges presented to personalisation by multiplayer and collaborative games typically mean that personalisation is often either avoided altogether, thereby limiting the games with regards to the level of heterogeneity of co-players they are able to support, or 'handicaps' against some players are utilised in an attempt to level the field, which may result in measurable psychological impacts (Streicher and Smeddinck 2016) . Thus, to date, personalisation within multiplayer games, and personalisation as it pertains to collaborative games specifically, has been typically neglected and not adequately addressed in the research literature to date.
The next section focuses more specifically on personalisation within collaborative games, proposing three increasing levels of personalisation which are used to review and position the small body of research within the area.
Levels of personalisation in collaborative games
Following Bakkes et al. (2012 Bakkes et al. ( , 2013 , we consider a personalised collaborative game to utilise profiles to tailor the game experience to the individual player within the collaborating team. As discussed in Sect. 2.1, although individual profiles have been used widely to personalise games, team profiles are not adequately explored within the literature. Therefore, we consider the importance of both and distinguish personalisation in collaborative games according to the incorporation of:
• Player goal states where personalisation seeks to steer the players towards specific goal states, such as optimal player types, gaming objectives, or similar. • Self -evaluation where the effects of personalisation are regularly evaluated for the purposes of dynamically modifying the recommendations made and thus the personalisation itself. • Dynamic team formation where the collaborative nature entails the matching of players and the formation and re-formation of teams as the game progresses, including appointing leaders and moving players between different teams. This enhances goal states and selfevaluation by providing a richer context for reflection and is enhanced by the use of team profiles.
The combination of the above results in three increasing levels of personalisation in collaborative games, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Considering the state-of-the-art in personalisation of collaborative games within these levels reveals that research has focused exclusively at the first two levels.
Passive personalisation is the most common personalisation approach in collaborative games, whereby individuals and/or teams are passively served with personalised content. While player and team profiling may be apparent to achieve this, this approach does not guide players to particular goal states, and while the effects of personalisation may be monitored, personalisation techniques are not dynamically adapted. For example, in the 3D collaborative game, OSgame (Terzidou and Tsiatsos 2014) , an intelligent agent interacts with individual players and the team, providing support through messages that provide assistance and hints during gameplay. The agent's dialogue is triggered based upon players' actions. While a progress map is included in the game, it serves only as a visual reference for players, and while the intelligent agent operates according to predefined goals, it does not seek to progress the players or teams to specific states. Similarly, in our earlier Lu-Lu architecture (Daylamani-Zad et al. 2016) , messages are sent to players in order to encourage engagement and performance. These are triggered by decision trees which do not take player's historical activities into account. Due to the lack of guidance and self-evaluation, passive personalisation is often at the exclusion or expense of in-game team formation considerations, and thus teams are typically self-formed, although dynamic team formation may be incorporated optionally (indicated by dashed arrows in Fig. 1 ). For example, in the Social Maze Game (Octavia and Coninx 2014) for collaborative rehabilitation of multiple sclerosis patients, the patients receive social support from family, friends, therapists, caregivers, and fellow patients by actively participating in the therapy sessions (sympathetically, by performing the collab-orative training exercise together with the patient, or empathetically, by two patients training together). Although it is collaborative, involving two players, the team is formed at the start of the game only, and thus personalisation is focused on only one player: the patient requiring rehabilitation.
Guided personalisation represents a more enhanced, and less common, personalisation approach for collaborative games, in that the objective of personalisation is to guide players towards particular goal states, such as player types and/or gaming objectives. For example, in NUCLEO (Sancho et al. 2009 (Sancho et al. , 2011 , a collaborative game set in a 3D virtual world for teaching computer programming, small teams of students solve missions and are provided with hints, guidelines, cues and feedback to steer them towards completion of the mission which serves as a goal state. Similarly, the PLAGER-VG architecture (Padilla-Zea et al. 2017) supports game-based collaborative learning, consisting of personalisation, design, groups, monitoring and game sub-systems, in which players are loosely steered towards educational goal states through learning, profile and game instance personalisation. In guided personalisation, team formation and player matching may be dynamic but it is not required (again, indicated by dashed arrows in Fig. 1 ) as guidance may operate independently of team considerations. This is the case in both NUCLEO and PLAGER-VG where, despite the incorporation of dynamic team formation, it serves only to balance roles or learning styles and in the case of NUCLEO occurs only prior to the commencement of each new mission.
The third level, reflective personalisation, is differentiated by the integration of selfevaluation. Self-evaluation necessitates the use of intelligent agents embodying reflective behaviour for personalisation. Various researchers have worked on multi-agent architectures to improve learning and facilitate training without human supervision (Yee et al. 2007; Goldberg and Cannon-Bowers 2015; Shute et al. 2015) . The use of agents has become more prominent in recent years due to advances in profiling and available computational power, leading to an increase in the use of agents in educational games, especially decision-making games (Visschedijk et al. 2013; Veletsianos and Russell 2014) . Moreover, various types of agents have been used in games generally for a wide range of purposes, e.g. emotional game agent architectures (Spraragen and Madni 2014) , agent-centric game design methodologies (Dignum et al. 2009 ), memetic computing within games (Miche et al. 2015) , and adaptive agents in social games (Asher et al. 2012) . Galway et al. (2008) extensively survey machine learning within digital games (neural networks, evolutionary computation, and reinforcement learning for game agent control), which provides a means to improve the behavioural dynamics of game agents by facilitating the automated generation and selection of behaviours according to the behaviour or playing style of the player. Reflective agents are intelligent agents that are capable of reasoning about their own behaviour and that of other agents' as well as reasoning about the behaviour of the external world (Brazier and Treur 1999) . They have been used in a wide variety of domains with promising results, such as Web interfaces (Li 2004) , natural language processing and learning (van Trijp 2012), game theory (Fallenstein et al. 2015) , and mobile robot navigation (Kluge and Prassler 2004) .
Reflective personalisation represents the most advanced personalisation approach for collaborative games, where personalisation is both guided and self-evaluative due to the incorporation of reflective agents to improve the personalisation function. The effects of the personalisation for the individual and team are monitored and reasoned about, with recommendations modified as and when necessary to guide players to particular goal states and to match players while dynamically forming and re-forming teams as necessary during gameplay. Dynamic team formation is required (indicated by solid arrows in Fig. 1) to fully support the self-evaluation carried out by the reflective agent so that the full range of necessary cor- rective actions can be fulfilled, which includes reforming teams according to feedback to improve team balance and effectiveness.
It is important to emphasise that this is in an automated fashion. Individual players are not the only stakeholders in the game and some research seeks to cater for these additional (non-player) stakeholders within the (non-reflective) personalisation function (Streicher and Smeddinck 2016) . For example, in the cloud-based serious game for obese patients presented by Alamri et al. (2014) , therapists/caregivers can access player's health data remotely to change the game complexity level and accordingly provide recommendations during the game session. Likewise, the Personalised Educational Game Architecture (Peeters et al. 2016) , uses a flexible multi-agent organisation and ontology for personalisation whereby a human instructor can decide to control selective parts of the training, while leaving the rest to intelligent agents (i.e. adaptive automation), or can fully instruct agents in advance of the game on how to personalise the environment. However, these approaches involve human intervention in the personalisation process, whereas the majority of definitions of personalisation (Karpinskyj et al. 2014 ) stipulate automatic customisation. Table 1 compares the reflective Lu-Lu personalisation approach proposed in this paper with the existing collaborative game personalisation approaches described above. To the best of our knowledge, the reflective level of personalisation has not been previously incorporated into collaborative games. Consequently, the remainder of this paper seeks to propose an architecture that implements a reflective-agent-based personalisation and to evaluate that approach within the architecture. In this way, we aim to take some steps towards meeting the personalisation challenges caused by collaboration discussed above.
Lu-Lu reflective personalisation architecture for collaborative games
In this section, we propose an architecture for reflective personalisation for collaborative games. To do so, we build upon our previous Lu-Lu architecture (Daylamani-Zad et al. 2016 ), which fostered collaboration through the implementation of collaborative features such as team matching, leadership, non-optimality, identity awareness, and passive personalisation. The architecture incorporates multiple reflective agents to facilitate reflective personalisation and aims to work with games that have existing collaborative capabilities. Through this approach, we aim to increase player engagement and performance within such games by aspiring to guide individual players within teams to a goal state that matches the definition of optimal player for each individual game. The architecture incorporates profiling both at player and team levels in order to be able to reflectively communicate through recommendations and facilitate team formation/re-formation. Recommendations are a commonly-used and effectual personalisation technique which may be realised in various forms, ranging from direct recommendations to the player during gameplay (Alamri et al. 2014) to in-game assistance and hints (Sancho et al. 2009 (Sancho et al. , 2011 Terzidou and Tsiatsos 2014) or more elaborate improvement reports (Padilla-Zea et al. 2017) . As the architecture aims to be portable and scalable, it is designed to take advantage of existing game APIs provided by game developers and communicates through such APIs with the games, while profiles are portable across games. This approach enables the architecture to engage and improve players with minimal interference with the game itself. Game content is not changed as facilities to do so outside of the game are often not provided, and when they are, this would result in the architecture having to be vastly customised in a bespoke way for each individual game, thereby contradicting its purpose. Our research is therefore beyond the scope of strictly personalised games, which seek to tailor all content to the individual player (Bakkes et al. 2012) , instead being focused on personalisation for individual players within teams from Lu-Lu's side of the game API not the game's side (Lu-Lu environment and external environment respectively in Fig. 2 ).
Architecture overview
Multi-agent systems work well within a webservice environment as the distributed and independent nature of the agents calls for a decentralised architecture (Florio 2015) . We adopt a microservices architecture pattern (Lewis 2012; Fowler and Lewis 2014) which consists of a collection of collaborating services that implement a set of narrow, related functions that may be deployed independently and thus are easier to update and customise (Richardson 2017) . Figure 2 presents the Lu-Lu reflective personalisation architecture, which distinguishes between the Lu-Lu environment, consisting of a set of zones (Profiling, Adjustment, and Personalisation) and a Microservice Gateway, and the external environment, consisting of a game interfaced by its associated API. While the Profiling and Adjustment Zones are modified from the previous architecture, the Personalisation Zone is an entirely new addition designed to facilitate the use of reflective agents. The various microservices allow for decentralisation as well as creating communication layers (the Microservice Gateway and the Adjustment and Personalisation Zones) between external games (via Game API) and the user modelling services (Profiling Zone).
All information about players and teams are stored in the Collective Memory which spans across the Profiling and Personalisation Zones and is retrieved by the Adjustment and Personalisation Zones when needed. The Profiling Zone is designed to be independent of the game and therefore does not need to be modified as the player participates in new games. Instead, as a result of using a microservices architecture, new services may be deployed within the Adjustment and Personalisation Zones for each individual game. Combined with the use of cloud-based services, this facilitates rapid scalability, which has recently been recognised as being essential for sustained gameplay and deployment support (Scacchi 2017) . Such design also allows for portability and independency of player profiles, enabling them to persist across multiple games.
The Microservice Gateway component acts as an interface between the services in the cloud and the external games, through the provided game API, thus Lu-Lu is only able to work with games that provide such APIs for external communication. This is a necessary requirement for portability and scalability which allows for third-party integration of the architecture. The Game Monitor service receives all messages from the games and passes GAME DATA When messages are received from the Game Monitor, the Warden requests the profiling data of the player, analyses the message, and informs the five corresponding microservices. The output of the process from each microservice in the Adjustment Zone is then sent back to the Warden who passes these to the Profiling Zone. The Profiling Zone applies these new changes to the profiles and based on these changes sends profiling messages back to the corresponding game's Adjustment Zone through its Warden to inform the game of any changes to the profile of the player. Once all messages have been received, the Warden then packages all changes into one message that is relayed back to the corresponding game via the Lu-Lu Monitor microservice. The Game Monitor service also sends the received information to the corresponding Personalisation Agent in the Personalisation Zone. As with the Adjustment Fig. 3 Sample GameData sent in JSON {"IdenƟfier":"55744ddb-a08e-4d9d-a007-fa1f8b75323c", "GameName":"Beer Game v3.3.1-AM", "Player":"JohnG20", "rScore":532, "PlayerAcƟon":[….], "TimeStamp":"2016-09-03T17:19:06.0552948+01:00"} Zone, there are multiple components within the Personalisation Zone, each uniquely implemented for a specific game. The Personalisation Agent uses the message and, based on the information from its Blackboard and Collective Memory, arrives at a decision that is sent back to the game through the Lu-Lu Monitor service. All microservices in the architecture have been implemented as RESTful webservices using the.NET framework Web API in C# and messages are serialised in JSON. Figure 3 presents a typical GameData object as received in JSON format by the Game Monitor. The PlayerAction field is a list of player activities which are returned as a time-stamped list in DateTime format. The action data structure is broken down in Table 2 . Player Actions are divided into three types: Decisions, Loyalty, and Activities. Decisions are defined in a broad way, as actions that have direct impact on the gameplay. This could include decisions and orders in a decision-making game or could be actions such as movements which in essence could be considered decisions by the player on how to proceed in the game. Thus, any action that has a direct effect on the gameplay is considered a decision type action. This might vary depending on the game genre and the mechanics implemented within the game. Loyalty actions are those that do not have direct impact on the gameplay and relate to account actions and engagement of the player, including login and logoff actions. Activity actions include all other actions that do not directly impact on the gameplay such as interaction activities, character updates, and so on. The start-time and duration of activities are used by Lu-Lu to calculate player engagement as described in the following section.
LU-LU PROFILING ZONE
The rest of this section will discuss the use of individual player profiling to support reflective personalisation, the facilities provided for encouraging collaboration and the mechanism for team profiling, and the role of reflective agents for reflective personalisation within the architecture.
Individual player profiling
To effectively implement personalisation in collaborative games, all player actions, preferences, and behaviour need to be profiled. For reflective personalisation, profiles at both player and team level are required. In order to help players improve, they need to be divided into dynamically created teams which match the players' levels of proficiency (as discussed in Sect. 2.3). The player and team profiles, which form part of the collective memory, are stored in the Profiling Zone and hold all information regarding the player, their team and their actions within the game.
Player Profiles store the player models which contain a player's in-play status as illustrated in Table 3 . The profile is modelled using the XML-based standard MPEG-7 (ISO/IEC 2002 , 2003 , 2005 as it facilitates a detailed, structured representation within multimedia systems such as digital games (Agius and Angelides 2004; Angelides and Agius 2006) and also provides facilities that support distributed player profiling. Score is calculated through the Scoring service which, using the recorded player gameplay, determines and feeds the player's score back into the game. The result of each team's decision affects the score of each player based on their decisiveness index (described in Table 3 and later formally defined in Eq. 2) on the team decision as well as their personal decision. As mentioned earlier, we define decisions in a broader sense that includes all actions that have a direct impact on gameplay. Players share the team score based on the influence they have had in achieving it. The player score is calculated using Eq. 1. This is Lu-Lu's definition of score which might not be the same as the in-game score. A Scoring microservice in the Adjustment Zone is implemented and launched for each individual game such that rewards and progress, even in games that do not have a conventional score for players, can be mapped to a unified Lu-Lu representation of score (hereafter referred to as just 'score'). For example, in a timebased game the time finished could be translated to a score whilst in a certificate-based game, the number of certificates and pass/fail in acquiring a certificate could be mapped as a score.
In any game, there is a maximum achievable score for each round/decision. Considering this as a basis for calculating the score in the proposed architecture allows for a gain/loss score system which can result in positive and negative scores. Therefore, each round of gameplay results in a real number and a player's score can go down as well as up which can be a great indication of the player's progress or decline during gameplay.
Levelling and characterising are interlinked. Levelling uses a player's score to determine their Lu-Lu level (hereafter referred to as simply 'level'). Even when a player's score is dropping they still retain their level achievement. Player character will change throughout the game to reflect progress. Players can upgrade their characters when they reach a level where a new character is available to them. Not all games include levels and characters in their original form, but utilising this architecture enables these facilities to be included in the game and to potentially increase engagement.
Lu-Lu aims to progress each player into a goal state where they are active and high scoring to support the guided element of reflective personalisation. In order to achieve this, players are classified into one of eight states (Fig. 4 ) adopted from those suggested by Angelides and Agius (2000) . While being somewhat similar to player types that were discussed in Sect. 2.1, they are not personality or trait based, but rather performance and engagement based, which is applicable generally to collaborative games. They are fuzzy dynamic states as our approach aims to progress players into Dominance or the closest state possible, with players then being balanced within teams. This is described in more detail in Sect. 3.4. Players are classified into an evolution state and are moved between states based on their score, their loyalty and current state. As a player's score (and thus performance) and activity (and thus engagement) 
Fig. 4
The player evolution state machine changes, their state changes accordingly, with the player's current state recorded in the profile under Evolution. While some states seem to bear similar characteristics, the source or destination states and the events that progress the players to them are different. As these are fuzzy states, player movements are not rigid and can have multiple outcomes. The fuzzy implementation of the evolution state machine allows players to be in 'multiple' states; passing out of one while emerging into another. This fuzzy approach is suitable for individualising players as the extent of emergence or pass-out along with the source and destination are valuable for distinguishing players beyond basic classification. For example, while players in 'Laissezfaire' or Nanny states are all active with an average score, they may be differentiated by the event that progressed them from Dominance to each of these states and the extent to which they have emerged into or are passing out of it. A player in Dominance who scores satisfactorily would move to 'Laissez-faire' but a player in Dominance who scores unsatisfactorily would move to Nanny. Such players would now record average scores. There are no paths between Nanny and 'Laissez-faire', as if players in either of these states perform the same, they will remain in their current state. Any improvement or decline in engagement or performance would result in them moving to respective states for that behaviour.
In order to classify players, there is an Upper Limit and Lower Limit defined for each game in the Adjustment Zone, set as fuzzy values and customised for each game in order to allow a dynamic movement suitable for each individual game. A player scoring consistently above the Upper Limit is classified as Good scoring; between the Upper Limit and the Lower Limit is considered Satisfactory; scoring consistently below the Lower Limit is classified as an Unsatisfactory score.
Players are classified into Active, Semi-Active and Inactive based on their engagement with the game. The engagement conditions are adjusted based on individual games and player activity, which includes frequency of playing, duration of gameplay and frequency of activities during play. For example, a player who has been playing 75% or more of the days since he joined the game, has not had an absent day or the number of days since he last played is still within the range of Active Limit, may be considered Active; a Semi-Active player may be one who has played between 50% and 75% of days since joining the game, and also the number of days since he last played the game is between the Active and Inactive limits; and an Inactive player may have played less than 50% of the days since they joined the game and has not been playing for more than the Inactive Limit number of days.
Team profiling and collaboration
In order to support collaboration through profiling, team profiling as proposed here includes distinct profiles for each team as well as the individual player profiles as presented earlier. This combination aims to create effective teams in order to increase player engagement and promote performance. The Team Profile, presented in Table 4 , is used to support collaboration and for player matching and dynamic team formation and re-formation, including leadership, based on a team status of balanced, imbalanced, or ineffective, as described in Daylamani- Zad et al. (2016) . As discussed in Sect. 2.3, an effective team is considered to be one which is balanced and which may need to be re-formed during the game. Our approach considers a balanced team to be one which is performing well and in which the members are well balanced as defined by the player levels. An imbalanced team has one or more members that need to be moved out of the team because they are either much stronger (much higher 
Members
Members of team including their character informaƟon, their decisiveness index in the team, a reference to the profile and their role within the team:
• Member • Leader
Person DS <Member xsi:type="PersonType" id="userid5776928"> <Name> <GivenName>John</GivenName> <FamilyName>Gillian</FamilyName> <Title>Leader</Title> <PlayerName>JohnG20</PlayerName> <Title>DecisivenessIndex</Title> <Numeration>0.427</Numeration> </Name> <NameTerm href="johng20.mp7.xml"> </NameTerm> </Member> <Member xsi:type="PersonType" id="userid1784265"> <Name> <GivenName>Jane</GivenName> <FamilyName>Walker</FamilyName> <Title>Member</Title> <PlayerName>epictree</PlayerName> <Title>DecisivenessIndex</Title> <Numeration>0.120</Numeration> </Name> <NameTerm href="epictree.mp7.xml"> </NameTerm> </Member> <Member xsi:type="PersonType" id="userid5542718"> ... </Member> ... </PersonGroup> level) or much weaker (much lower level) than the other team members, yet the team is still effective enough that it does not need to be re-formed. An ineffective team is a team that has such diversity that it needs to be re-formed; meaning that either the divergence between the players is higher than the upper limit or the divergence is less than the lower limit which means that the players are too similar in their levels. The team formation and re-formation technique is presented in Fig. 5 . This approach avoids situations where some team members are significantly better than others as this discourages less proficient players from engaging (as discussed earlier). The proficiency of players in the team should also vary so that they do not lose the encouragement to improve their performance. However, on commencement, with no gameplay history for any players, team formation results in a random team allocation as all levels are zero, and through player matching the teams are later re-formed to create balanced teams.
As mentioned previously, the decisiveness index represents how effective a player's decision is in forming the team decision and is an indication of the player's competence in the game. It is calculated using the player's level, score and rank within a team based on their loyalty. Equation 2 exemplifies how it is calculated in a decision-making game, for a player (Player m ) within a team, where SortedTeam is the players of the team sorted in descending loyalty. Once a formed team has begun to play, the decisiveness index of each player is calculated using their level, score and loyalty (C3). In cases where all the players within the team are new to the game, and thus have a score of zero, then the decisiveness index for all is assigned equally (C1). The decisiveness index of a new player (player with a score of zero) who joins an existing team (whose members have already been playing the game and have score values) is calculated by assuming the new player has the same score and level as the weakest player (Player w ) in the team (C2). 
The team leader among players is selected as the player with the highest decisiveness index within the team by considering the score and level of all players in the team as suggested by Yang et al. (2015) and Daylamani-Zad et al. (2016) . The player with the highest combination of level and score is announced as the leader (the most engaged and best performing player in the team). This is a dynamic selection process that may change after every interaction. Once selected, a leader can send messages to team members to advise them on game strategy and players are made aware of their leader's decisions.
To exemplify the decisiveness index, we have chosen to present the scenario for a decisionmaking game. While players are scored based on their individual decisions, the decisions of the players in a team are combined into a team decision using an adaptation of a weighted majority social choice function as described by Kolter and Maloof (2003) and Yager (1988) . This provides the players with the opportunity to learn from each other, collaborating at a level higher than just the game. Equation 3 illustrates the high-level approach to deriving team decisions (Daylamani- Zad et al. 2016) . Decisions is the vector of all decisions (d j ) submitted by the players. UniqueDecisions is a normalised vector representing all the unique alternatives by removing the duplicate decisions from Decisions. DW (Decision Weights) is the vector representing the weight of each alternative by amalgamating the Decisiveness Index of players who have voted for each decision. With these vectors, a team decision is formed by choosing the decision with the most associated weight; if maximum is not unique, then the option backed by the leader is chosen.
Reflective personalisation through utility-based agents
Reflective personalisation requires that all players be guided towards an ideal state. In order to move players effectively through different states, a utility-based agent architecture (Russell and Norvig 2009 ) has been designed as such agents choose among multiple actions that are capable of satisfying a particular goal. The utility-based agent uses utility to self-evaluate its own performance, therefore enabling reflective personalisation. Our proposed architecture is inspired by the proposal-critique-driven agent architecture from Orkin and Roy (2009), Singh and Minsky (2003) and Wang and Zhao (2014) where the agents interact with humans in virtual environments. However, while we work within their overall framework, we modify their approach so that the Collective Memory accommodates player and team profiles, player evolution, and personalisation-condition rules, the action selector is replaced with an Arbitrator that proposes and critiques personalisation solutions, and the Blackboard caters specifically to player activities, states and actions as well as personalisation statuses, utilities and a chronicle. In this way, human gameplay is used to learn and generate personalised recommendations. The proposed architecture therefore learns and generates social behaviour from human gameplay in the form of actions. The architecture is presented in Fig. 6 and indicates how it sits within the overall reflective Lu-Lu architecture from Fig. 2 . It is a multi-agent architecture where each player has an agent that is responsible for its personalisation. When a player starts the game a new instance of an agent is created for the player. This agent is tasked with sending personalised communications
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Fig. 6
Utility-based agent architecture for reflective collaborative game personalisation to this specific player only. The Collective Memory is not affected directly by the agents and therefore acts as an external component in the architecture while the Blackboard is affected only by the agents and therefore is designed as an internal component of the architecture. All the information in the Collective Memory is accessible to all agents at all times. Yet, the Blackboard is divided into two areas, such that each agent has a private area in the Blackboard that is only accessible to them which they use to post information relating to their specific player, while the shared area is accessible (retrieval only) to all the agents.
Player Profiles and Team Profiles are implemented to make personalised recommendations that help the player improve in gameplay and increase player engagement. All agents access the Lu-Lu Collective Memory component of the architecture which includes all Player Profiles, Team Profiles, a Player Evolution State Machine and Personalisation-Condition Rules. The latter define the personalised recommendations available based on the conditions of the player such as their current state and the event they entered their current state with. The agents monitor their recommendations and the results of their recommendations to exhibit reflective behaviour.
The External Sensor in the agent receives the information from the game needed to analyse the player. This information arrives from the Warden and, similar to elements in the Adjustment Zone, is customised to cater for the specific game that the agent has been implemented for, e.g. for the supply chain game (presented later, in Sect. 4.1), the external sensor is activated at the end of each round and is waiting for results from the round directly from the game (these include player's current state once a round has been consolidated as well as the event that assigned them to this state). This information is passed to the Blackboard along with the player and team profiling information retrieved by the Reflective Sensor. Based on this information, the Proponent recognises the goal state that the agent would want the player to enter. Then the Proponent chooses the available Personalisation-Condition Rules, checks for the recommendations made to players with similar conditions, and evaluates if these recommendations have been reaching their expected values and at which level. All this information is then passed on to the Critic, who chooses the rule with the best utility and passes it to the Personalisation Chronicle, who tailors the rule to the current player and passes it to the Actuator, who executes the personalised recommendation to the game.
Steering players towards goal states
The Player Evolution State Machine (described earlier in Sect. 3.2) is key to providing guidance within the reflective personalisation as it stores information concerning all the states, the events that transition between the states, and the actions that trigger these events. It also stores the information about goal states for each state, which are the states the player should be promoted to from their current state. The goal states for each state are set by nonplayer stakeholders (such as those discussed in Sect. 2.3) and can be modified at any time. All information is stored as rules within the architecture. Equation 4 presents examples of the rules storing the transitions and Eq. 5 illustrates the rules suggesting the next goal states. Rules in Eq. 4 are presented as if Conditions then Event (⇒ E1), where ∴ indicates the meaning of the event. In Eq. 5, the rules are presented as if State then State(s) represented by ⇒.
RU L E
The rules that abstract the recommendations for players based on their current and previous performance, which are stored in the Personalisation-Condition Rules component, can also be dynamically changed by non-player stakeholders. The rules are based on the player's current evolution state, the event that they entered this state by and the previous recommendation rule that had been applied to them. Equation 6 illustrates some example rules. Each rule is formed of two parts, the conditions and the recommendation, where the conditions lead into the recommendation and each recommendation is represented as Rn and Event represents the event that causes a state change.
⇒ Double points i f "Player" scores above "Max(PreviousDailyScore") today 
These rules guide the agents to send a suitable message to the player and take into account the player's current state, the event that has brought the player into this state and any previous recommendations in order to make a decision. The player's current state is an important factor in making any recommendations; as mentioned earlier, the current state is what drives any guided recommendation. The event that has brought the player to this state is key; for example, the player in 'Laissez-faire' who has come from 'Laissez-passer' is very different to the player in 'Laissez-faire' who has come from Host. Finally, the previous recommendation is also an important factor to consider. If the player has been offered a similar type of recommendation but is not responding well to it, continuing to make similar recommendations is probably not going to improve their performance and therefore there is a need for a change in the recommendation strategy. Yet, if a player is responding well to a certain type of recommendation then they should be targeted with the same strategy. The final section of each rule is the body of the recommendation shown to the player and requiring substitution with values that relate to the specific player.
The expected values have different scores that allow the agent to evaluate the effectiveness of each rule and help it self-evaluate by increasing the accuracy of the utility of each rule. Each rule can have four possible expected values scored {−v, 0, +v, 2v} based on the level of success. The expected value function for each rule is stored in the Collective Memory. These values are chosen to show the effectiveness of each rule for a player at an exact point in time. The lowest value represents that the rule was not only unable to improve the player but the player is actually performing worse than before. The 0 value represents when the rule has not had any measurable impact on the player while the +v value is a representation of the rule having had a positive impact on the player. The final high value of 2v is assigned to the rule when not only the recommendation has led to improved performance but it has had such a considerable impact that the player has moved to the goal evolution state as a result of this rule, hence registering double the expected value of just improved performance. In our implementation we have assigned v = 5 to allow for more precision and granularity when combining the expected utilities of rules to score the overall performance of the rule and to avoid long fractional parts which due to rounding can cause false positives. Equation 7 illustrates an example of the expected value function of Rule 07 from Eq. 6 for a player.
Each time a recommendation rule is applied, the agent monitors its impact to assign a value based on expected values such as those in Eq. 7. These scores are summed to make what is known as the utility of each recommendation as discussed in the next section and presented in Eq. 9. The agent uses this self-evaluation process to increase the effectiveness of its recommendations.
Self-evaluation of personalisation effects
The Personalisation Agent is the processing core of the proposed architecture. As shown in Fig. 7 , the External Sensor takes information from the game consisting of the current decision, current round results and the current game state which is transferred to the Blackboard. The information that is directly changed by the agents are stored in the Blackboard. Not all of this data is shared amongst all agents, rather it acts as a memory for each agent where some of the data is shared. Player Activities, Evolution State and Evolution Action are only accessible to the specific agent assigned to a player but Personalisation Chronicle, Personalisation Status and the Utilities are shared amongst all agents as any change in them could affect other agents. Player Activities, Evolution State and Evolution Action which are retrieved from the Player Profile, are private to each agent. This information is only useful for tracking the progress of a specific player and therefore this level of granularity is only useful to the agent in charge of personalisation for this player. The Reflective Sensor retrieves the information of all Player Profiles and Team Profiles which match the current player's status. The reflective information, the current external information along with the history of external player information are passed to the Arbitrator.
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The Proponent, illustrated in Fig. 8 , uses this information to evaluate if the current recommendation is still valid or has expired. Personalisation Status within the Blackboard stores the current status of the personalisation rule that has been applied to the player. If the timeframe of the rule has passed, it holds the result of the rule based on the expected values. Otherwise, this holds the current status of the rule such as time left and the current progress of the player according to the expected values.
The examples in Eq. 6 show that some recommendations might have a timeframe such as one day. In cases when the timeframe is no more than one day, the agent allows the time frame to expire before re-evaluating the personalisation. Yet, if the timeframe is longer than one day, if there is no timeframe, or it has expired, then the Proponent evaluates the performance of the recommendation and stores it. The identified most suitable rule or rules are passed to the Critic process which evaluates these against their utilities. The Critic is the evaluative unit of the reflection/self-evaluation process, taking in the rules and evaluating their previous performance, finally choosing the most effective rule for a player in each instance. The Critic's operation is represented in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10, calculating the utility of each rule for a player and evaluating them based on the calculated utilities. The utility of each rule reflects its performance as it has been applied to players. It is calculated as the sum of the results of the expected value function (as presented in Eq. 7) of the same personalisation rule having been applied to players of a similar status as presented in Eq. 9, where E R n (Player k ) represents the expected value of rule R n when applied to Player k . Similarity of player status is determined based on team and individual profiles, which would include their evolution state and evolution history. Players who have recently been in similar evolution states are more likely to be assessed as being similar. The score and level are also used for the similarity search which is performed on a need basis and follows a fuzzy approach to find the minimum required players for the agent to be able to make a conclusive choice. Players are filtered based on their evolution history, and only players who have been in the same state as the current player are selected. Then, a fuzzy value is assigned to these players based on evolution history, level, score and their profiles such as leadership status, activity and loyalty. For example, players who went through the same event as the current player to enter the current player's state are considered more similar to this player (the farther away their source state is, the lower their similarity).
Critiqued Rule R ⇒ U tilit y(R) maxU tilit y R j : R j ∈ Proposed Rules Player i
The Personalisation Chronicle within the Blackboard holds a history of all the personalisation rules applied to the player with the most current flagged. It is modelled in UsageHistory DS using UserAction DS. Each action references to its corresponding rule using Action-DataItem and XPath. Figure 9 presents examples of how the Personalisation Chronicle is modelled. The rule with the highest utility is selected by the Critic (as defined in Eq. 10) and sent to the Actuator which in turn applies the rule by the in-game representor of the agent.
Evaluation of the proposed reflective personalisation approach
To assess the performance and engagement effects of comprehensive profiling and a utilitybased proposal-critique-driven agent in support of reflective personalisation in collaborative games, as proposed in Sect. 3, we undertook an experiment which is described in this section. We define performance as the player's score and rate of scoring. In order to counter the effects of recommendation messages that activate reward multipliers as incentives, such as double scoring, we normalise the scoring data captured during the experiment against a score log that stores the round score of each player without any reward multipliers. This ensures that they are consistently comparable across players based on their performance. For engagement, we use the definition applied in the evolutionary state machine in categorising the players into <UserActionList> <ActionType href="urn:LULU:cs:PActionCS:1.2"> <Name>Personalisations</Name> </ActionType> <UserAction> <ActionTime> <GeneralTime> <TimePoint>2016-06-11T18:54:21</TimePoint> <Duration>PT24H0M0S</Duration> </GeneralTime> </ActionTime> <ProgramIdentifier>-5</ProgramIdentifier> <ActionDataItem href="PersonalisRules.mp7.xml#id-71"></ActionDataItem> </UserAction> <UserAction> <ActionTime> <GeneralTime> <TimePoint>2016-06-13T15:02:14</TimePoint> <Duration>PT12H0M0S</Duration> </GeneralTime> </ActionTime> <ProgramIdentifier>5</ProgramIdentifier> <ActionDataItem href="PersonalisRules.mp7.xml#id-74"></ActionDataItem> </UserAction> <UserAction> <ActionTime> <GeneralTime> <TimePoint>2016-06-18T06:00:43</TimePoint> <Duration>PT24H0M0S</Duration> </GeneralTime> </ActionTime> <ProgramIdentifier>OnGoing</ProgramIdentifier> <ActionDataItem href="PersonalisRules.mp7.xml#id-8"></ActionDataItem> </UserAction> </UserActionList> Active, Semi-Active and Inactive categories (Sect. 3.2). The engagement of a player is based on how often they play the game and how long their gameplay sessions last.
Method
A variant of the decision-making Supply Chain or Beer Game (Sterman 1989 ) was implemented using Unity and C#. There are four sequential stages in this chain related to producing and delivering units of beer: Factory, Distributor, Wholesaler, and Retailer. Each player starts at one stage and tries to achieve the goal of maximising profit while minimising long-term system-wide total inventory cost in ordering from their immediate supplier. Players collaborate in their stage to deal with orders arriving. Deciding how much to order may depend on a player's own prediction of future demand by their customer based on their own observations. Other rules may also be used by players in making decisions on how much to order from a supplier (Kimbrough et al. 2002; Yuh-Wen et al. 2010 ). Figure 10 shows player "JohnSmith2014" at the Wholesaler stage in a team of six players. The game interface comprises the game area, where the main game is played, and the player Fig. 10 A player is prompted for a decision at Wholesaler stage area, where the player's stats and team information are displayed. A Leader tag on the team list identifies the leader and their decisions are shown in the team members' table and game area. In addition, the leader's decision is included both in the "My Team" area and in the left-hand side of the game interface so that players are aware of the decision made by the strongest player in the team. A player can view their team's scores and decisions even when they have not made any.
A player's decisiveness index, along with their level and score from the last round are also included in the player area. Once all players in a team have made their decisions, the team decision is derived and executed. Once the result from a decision has been applied, a new round begins. The result of a round normally changes the scores and may result in changing the current recommendation, the level and decisiveness index for players as well as resulting in changes in team structure and formation, i.e. appointment of a new leader, change of team for a player or break up of a team.
In the case where the result of a team decision is considerably different to that of an individual player, the impact on the individual score is significant. Figure 11 demonstrates the end of a round during which a player decision has led to a significantly different result to the team. Damage caused by bad decisions results in reduction of a player's share of the team score. When a player reaches a certain score limit, they will level up.
Players receive various recommendation messages from the games as a result of the events that occur during gameplay. Some of these messages relate to progress they have made in a round (Fig. 11) . Others relate to unlocking a new character in a game (Fig. 12a) , or relate to team matching (Fig. 12b ), or are personalised messages to encourage or help players (Fig. 12c) .
To maintain consistent results and isolate the specific effects of reflective personalisation in a collaborative context, we deployed three versions of the game, each sharing the user interface shown above, but with an increasing level of personalisation that reflected the three levels presented in Sect. 2.3, and incorporating dynamic team formation in all three versions: 
Beer Game with Reflective Personalisation (REFLECTIVE) This version implements
the reflective personalisation architecture proposed in Sect. 3, and is hypothesised to be the most effective in terms of improving player performance and engagement. In this version, the personalisation guides players to goal states and is self-evaluative. The agent personalises for individual players within the team while monitoring the effects of the personalisation and taking actions to modify its recommendations as and when necessary in order to guide the players to particular states. For example, the personalisation agent would realise that a player is high-scoring but semi-active, therefore it would need to target this player's activity and not their scoring. The agent would also take into account that this player was inactive but high-scoring previously. Based on this information, it would shortlist several recommendations. Then the agent would look at the performance of these recommendations, choose the one that has performed the best previously, and apply that to the player. 2. Beer Game with Guided Personalisation (GUIDED) The personalisation in this version of the game guides players to goal states but is not self-evaluative. It implements all of the architecture in REFLECTIVE except that the performance of the rules as applied to the players is not taken into account when choosing a recommendation rule. Therefore, while players are guided to particular states, evaluative decision-making is replaced with random choices. This means that in this version of the game, the Critic in the Personalisation Agent has been replaced by a random chooser. The effect of this change on the game is that the utilities and expected value of the rules as presented in Eq. 7, Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 are not used. Instead the Critic only chooses a rule from the proposed rules at random, as shown in Eq. 11, where R represents a rule and ∼ represents a random choice. For example, for the player mentioned in the previous example, the agent would shortlist a set of suitable recommendations for them based on their current state and previous history but would choose at random which recommendation to send to them. 3. Beer Game with Passive Personalisation (PASSIVE) This version of the game uses the passive version of the Lu-Lu architecture which was developed previously, as presented in Daylamani- Zad et al. (2016) . It does not include the Player Evolution State Machine (as in GUIDED and REFLECTIVE) nor the Personalisation Agent (as in REFLECTIVE). Consequently, it does not guide players to particular states and does not self-evaluate its personalisation decisions. Messages are sent to players to encourage improvements in engagement and performance, but unlike REFLECTIVE, these are not critiqued and are triggered by decision trees which do not take player's historical movements into account. For example, in comparison to the previous examples, the game would merely send recommendations indiscriminately that would try to encourage the player to score better and to be more active, with no specific focus beyond that.
These three versions of the game enable the experiment to reveal whether the engagement and performance of the players is improved by the reflective personalisation architecture proposed in this paper. For this purpose, two sets of hypotheses are devised, focused around player engagement (Eq. 12) and player performance (Eq. 13).
90 participants volunteered for the experiment, 49% male, 51% female, aged 20-39. Participants were of various backgrounds and were randomly divided into three groups, with each group tasked with playing one of the three versions of the game (REFLECTIVE, GUIDED or PASSIVE). This helped to limit any potential bias within the groups, and to ensure that, Fig. 13 Active players during the experiment period for the three game versions for the REFLECTIVE and GUIDED groups, the player evolution state machine would not be skewed towards particular states. Moreover, we initialised the experiment by considering all participants to be active and average scoring, so that no assumptions were made and all commenced the game at the 'Laissez-faire' state, subsequently moving through the states depending on their performance compared to their peers. Participants were asked to play their assigned game for a period of two months. Their performance was recorded and monitored but they were not communicated with outside of the automated communications of the game itself. Results were analysed according to player engagement and performance. For engagement, results considered the frequency in which the participants played the game and the length of each gameplay session. For performance, average total player scores were compared across the three different groups in order to evaluate the effect of the key elements of the architecture. A two-tailed paired t test and a Mann-Whitney test were applied to the data to explore the significance of the experiment results based on the null hypotheses (H 0E and H 0P ).
Results: player engagement
Categorising the engagement of players as active, semi-active, and inactive as defined in Sect. 3.2 helps to monitor the effect of personalisation using the three different games utilised in the experiment. We assume all players are active at the start and therefore aim to retain a higher number, and reduce the fall in the number, of active players. Figure 13 , 14, and 15 illustrate the number of players in the three categories in each version of the game during the two-month period of the experiment. Figure 13 indicates that the full implementation of the reflective personalisation architecture (REFLECTIVE) results in a much lower fall in the number of active players, and while there are fluctuations in the active number, overall this is much lower than the other two game versions (REFLECTIVE variance in active players of 1.929 compared to 8.028 for GUIDED and 13.003 for PASSIVE). The charts indicate that REFLECTIVE retains more players in the active category than the other two, while GUIDED outperforms PASSIVE. A similar pattern can be observed in semi-active players (Fig. 14) , where GUIDED retains more semi-active players compared to PASSIVE, suggesting that profiling manages to considerably reduce the number of inactive players. For semi-active ( Fig. 14) and inactive players (Fig. 15 ), we can observe notable trends in the player engagements. For inactive players, REFLECTIVE indicates a more gradual rise compared to the other two (0.031) and the slope is much steeper for GUIDED (0.0591) compared to PASSIVE (0.0467). For semi-active players, the trend is rising for GUIDED (0.0632) and PASSIVE (0.1191), but for REFLECTIVE there is a falling trend (-0.0382), suggesting that, overall, the trend in the number of semi-active players in the REFLECTIVE game is diminishing. This correlates with the trends in the active players ( Fig. 13) , where in the REFLECTIVE game there is a rise in the number of active players by a value of 0.0072. Consequently, it is possible to conclude that REFLECTIVE is more convincingly converting semi-active players back to being active players. The trend in the active players in both GUIDED and PASSIVE is falling with respective values of -0.1098 and -0.1782, suggesting that these two games do not perform as well as REFLECTIVE in converting semi-active players back to being active. There is a spike in Fig. 14 between days 19 and 25; this was discovered to be related to a cluster of players in the GUIDED group whose other commitments prevented them from engaging over this period, resulting in them being profiled as semi-active. Four participants dropped out of the experiment by day 12; two from the REFLECTIVE group and two from the PASSIVE and GUIDED groups. By disregarding the players who dropped out, it is possible to see that the REFLECTIVE game has managed to retain all players but one in the non-inactive categories of active and semi-active (93%) while GUIDED manages 86% of players and PASSIVE reaches 79%. Table 5 illustrates the means for each game; based on these values, REFLECTIVE has performed 35% better than PASSIVE in retaining the active players while GUIDED has performed 13% better. Similarly, REFLECTIVE has performed 54.8% better than PASSIVE in preventing the players becoming inactive. Finally, GUIDED outperforms PASSIVE by 31%.
Based on these preliminary results, it is possible to conclude that REFLECTIVE outperforms both other games and GUIDED also performs much better than PASSIVE in terms of player engagement and therefore H 1E may be initially established. Since the participants playing the three different games were different, the results were tested against the null hypothesis H 0E . A two-tailed paired t-test was performed on the data. The results are presented in Table 6 . Apart from one instance, p 0.000 and thus the null hypothesis may be rejected. In the case of semi-active players for GUIDED-PASSIVE, p 0.020, which is also significant (with p 0.02 even a one-tailed comparison would have given a result of 0.040) and it is safe to reject the null hypothesis in this case as well. As we can rule out the null hypothesis in both cases, it is possible to conclude that the results are sufficiently different. Therefore, to a greater extent REFLECTIVE, and to a lesser extent GUIDED, can be considered to improve player engagement compared to PASSIVE. Figures 16, 17 , and 18 further visualise the results as box plots and indicate a clear distinction between the means and distributions amongst the three personalisation approaches. REFLECTIVE has the highest mean and lowest deviation for active players, followed by GUIDED. Results for semi-active and inactive players also seem to confirm the hypothesis since the REFLECTIVE game has the least number of players in these categories followed by GUIDED, and PASSIVE has the most number of players in these categories. There are some consistent outliers (at values 29 and 30) across all three approaches, but given that we start the experiment with the assumption that every player is active and as time goes by this number will drop, this is to be expected (we would only have near-100% active players at the start of the experiment when the trends have not yet been established).
Similarly, the outliers in the inactive plot are from the start of the experiment where no player was yet considered to be inactive (and gradually the number of inactive players increases until a pattern establishes). The fluctuation in the number of active players for REFLECTIVE also reveals three low outliers, including the lowest) which occurred at discreet instances relating to the point in time when the aforementioned two players completely dropped out of the experiment. This coincided with a long weekend which explains the low number of active players, but this occurrence has been an isolated incident and not part of the pattern hence they represent themselves as outliers. Together with Fig. 13 , the box plot confirms the increase in the number of active players overall. The boxplots also highlight that the data is not evenly distributed and is skewed. A Shapiro-Wilk normality test (Table 7) confirmed that the data significantly deviated from a normal distribution. Therefore, we performed a further analysis using the Mann-Whitney test for nonparametric data. Table 8 presents the results along with the 2-tailed asymptomatic significance of the results. Aside from one case, significance is 0.000 which allows rejection of the null hypothesis. We may therefore conclude that REFLECTIVE better engages the players than GUIDED, while GUIDED better engages the players than PASSIVE. In the case of GUIDED-PASSIVE, for semi-active players the significance is 0.073 which is > 0.05 and thus we cannot decisively reject the null hypothesis. However, the t-test showed a much lower significance value. The nature of the data as presented in Fig. 14 shows that , while the data for REFLECTIVE and PASSIVE is evenly distributed and is not skewed, the data for GUIDED is skewed. Furthermore, GUIDED and PASSIVE means are close, causing the significance of the result to be lower than the threshold. Consequently, the difference in the number of semi-active players between the GUIDED and PASSIVE approaches is not statistically significant and these two approaches are not as successful as REFLECTIVE in engaging semi-active players to become active. The GUIDED personalisation was, in fact, almost as successful as PASSIVE is engaging these players. Considering these results, we can confirm H 1E and demonstrate that reflective personalisation incorporating guidance to player goal states and self-evaluation has had a positive impact on player engagement. The added player evolution state machine in the GUIDED approach has shown a clear improvement compared to PASSIVE. Aiming to guide players into specific evolution states based on their performance and engagement and sending personalised messages that are based upon their current state has shown considerable improvement in player engagement with the game, retaining more active players and converting players back from less active positions compared to PASSIVE.
More notably, the use of self-evaluative agents through the Critic has had a higher impact on player engagement. As observed in Fig. 16, 17, and 18 , REFLECTIVE has engaged players considerably more than GUIDED, highlighting the impact of the Critic and the selfevaluation of reflective agents in engaging the players with the game. Evaluating their own performance based on the players' evolution state, the agents have been able to send more effective personalised messages to the players resulting in a much better retention of active players.
Results: player performance
The performance of the players can be evaluated by their scores in the game as they increase during gameplay. It is a good indicator of the performance of the players during gameplay and also the effectiveness of the game in improving player decision making. As the score (Lu-Lu Fig. 17 Semi-active players plotted for the three games score) can be both positive and negative, the rise and fall of the score would correspond closely with the performance of players. Figure 19 illustrates the average total score of the player within each group (the player dropouts mentioned earlier have been excluded). The line charts indicate that all three game versions have had a positive impact on the average performance of the participants. However, the REFLECTIVE group with a trend of 1548.1 has had a much steeper improvement compared to the other two groups. The GUIDED group (1383.6) is also much closer to REFLECTIVE's performance compared to the PASSIVE group's 912.14, highlighting that the profiling and Player Evolution State Machine have had a stronger impact on performance compared to REFLECTIVE. Comparing the means across the three groups (Table 9 ), it is evident that REFLECTIVE and GUIDED have had a stronger impact on improving the players' decision making and thus performance (REFLECTIVE has performed 52% better than PASSIVE and GUIDED has performed 31.6% better than PASSIVE).
We may therefore initially conclude that REFLECTIVE performs much better than GUIDED or PASSIVE with respect to increasing player performance, and GUIDED also performs much better than PASSIVE, therefore H 1P appears to be supported by the results. Again, a null hypothesis H 0P was considered, then a two-tailed paired t-test was performed on the data. Results are presented in Table 10 . For all tests, p 0.000 and thus the null hypothesis is rejected. It is therefore possible to conclude that the results are significantly different enough and thus, to a greater extent REFLECTIVE and to a lesser extent GUIDED, do indeed improve player performance compared to PASSIVE. Figure 20 provides the results in box plot format. The figure indicates that there is an improvement in player performance amongst the three approaches. REFLECTIVE has a slightly higher mean than GUIDED and PASSIVE, while GUIDED shows a clear increase in player performance compared to PASSIVE which reconfirms the observation on Fig. 19 . The distribution of REFLECTIVE and GUIDED is wider than PASSIVE due to the total aver- Fig. 19 Average total scores for the three games age scores being used. While total scores are increasing to higher values over time, scores all commence the experiment at zero; therefore, the higher distribution does not reveal any outliers. This demonstrates that there is a steady increase in the scores and the distribution is well-formed. Based on these observations, we conclude that REFLECTIVE offers improvements in player and team performance over GUIDED and PASSIVE, and in turn GUIDED offers improvements over the PASSIVE approach. Both REFLECTIVE and GUIDED have an evident improvement over PASSIVE, illustrating that profiling and the player evolution state machine have had a positive impact on the performance in the game. Players have improved in their decision making when guided through the states which has allowed the players and teams to perform better. The REFLEC-TIVE mean has had a positive increase of nearly 4000 and average total score has reached a much higher value compared to GUIDED, indicating that reflective personalisation and the implementation of self-evaluation in the agents has had a positive impact player performance. In the Beer Game, a round score can be positive or negative as it is based on loss/profit. Considering that players can actually make a loss and therefore have a lower score than the previous round, the increase in the means becomes more interesting. This indicates that there were fewer negative scores in REFLECTIVE compared to GUIDED and PASSIVE. The data shows that there far fewer negative scores in REFLECTIVE after the eleventh day of the experiment and no negatives were scored in the last four days, while there were still negative scores until the last day in the GUIDED and PASSIVE groups. Yet, the difference between REFLECTIVE and GUIDED is not as much as anticipated. It is possible to conclude that the self-evaluation in the reflective agents has not had as much of an impact as was foreseen on the performance. This observation warrants further research into implementation of reflective agents with respect to player performance. It is possible that the personalisation messages sent to the players based on their performance were not rich enough to have a considerable impact on their performance. The inclusion of more learning-focused messages, incorporating an expert system into the agent architecture to help the Critic and revising the rules for performance could potentially improve the impact of self-evaluation and reflective agents on performance.
Limitations
A key assumption of the experiment was that personalisation improves engagement and performance, as reported by repeated studies and was discussed in Sects. 1 and 2. Consequently, the experiment did not utilise a control group but aimed to comparatively evaluate the effectiveness of the three personalisation approaches with respect to engagement and performance.
The main limitation of the experiment is that it was focused on a single, specific collaborative game (the Beer Game). Moreover, the experiment did not test for the specific influence of each individual aspect of the architecture, such as the player and team profiles, the player evolution state machine, and the team formation approach. Where present, they were kept consistent across the three versions of the game. Consequently, while the results are promising, some caution should be exercised regarding transferability. Further research involving correlational and/or regressional analysis of these aspects together with further study across several different collaborative games would help to reveal if there are any collaborative gaming elements or collaborative game types that especially benefit from or hinder the reflective personalisation approach. This would help to establish specific criteria . 20 Average total scores for the three games for transferability. Nevertheless, while the Profiling Zone requires characterisation, levelling and scoring mechanics which are not supported by all games, the implementation of characterisation, levelling and scoring within the Adjustment Zone enables provision of these mechanics to games which do not support them. However, the results are not transferable to non-collaborative games which do not involve cooperation, and the architecture requires that games have exposed API endpoints so that they can interface with the gateway. Likewise, while the architecture fosters collaboration, recommendations are not currently made to players about how to collaborate well. The further study described above could also serve to form the basis of incorporating additional recommendations of this nature. Another limitation is that both the architecture and experiment use only primary measures of performance, reflected by scores, and engagement, reflected by frequency and length of play. Incorporating multidimensional measures may provide different or more specific results, such as improvements in particular aspects of performance or engagement.
Regarding the participants taking part in the experiment, although they were diverse and were assigned randomly to the three versions of the game, they were volunteers. Consequently, it is possible that some participants may have already known each other and therefore communicated privately outside of the game. This may have affected the results, e.g. sharing tips or convincing a player to return to the game. However, in an everyday gaming situation, this would also occur. Furthermore, despite the varied backgrounds, random group assignment, and initialisation of all players into the same default state, it is possible that some bias still remained. Use of self-reporting at the start of the experiment may have acted as a further check for this.
Finally, it should be noted that increasing the number of participants and the duration of study may have resulted in different patterns and thus greater differentiation in results. Additionally, use of self-reporting at the end of the experiment may have helped to reveal further conclusions and complement the existing analysis, despite the usual validity issues.
Concluding discussion
This paper has proposed an architecture for the use of reflective agents in collaborative games for personalisation of individual players within teams via a combination of individual player and team profiling. Reflective personalisation involves player guidance towards goal states, self-evaluation of the effects of personalisation, and dynamic team formation. This is contrasted with guided personalisation, where players are steered towards goal states but without any self-evaluation, and passive personalisation, involving neither goal states nor self-evaluation, both of which do not necessarily incorporate dynamic team formation (our evaluation considered it across all three cases for consistency). Experimentation revealed that reflective personalisation has a positive impact on player and thus team performance and engagement within collaborative games, over passive or guided personalisation approaches. Therefore, using autonomous utility-based agents to make informed interventions based on profiles is a valuable technique to deploy for personalisation in collaborative games, and the agents should be self-evaluative to produce the best results. However, in our experiment, the effects on engagement appeared to be more pronounced. Further research is needed to understand whether this is a consequence of the types of personalised recommendations used, the measure of performance used, or the type of collaborative game used, and subsequently to explore methods for raising performance more substantially.
Further research related to limitations was discussed in Sect. 4.4. In addition, for more refined player profiling and personalisation, it would be sensible to also explore the inclusion of an individual state machine for each profile. In the existing approach, we know the current state of the player and the state the player should be guided to, but it is possible that in-between states could be based on each individual player's performance. It would also be useful to investigate whether the incorporation of team state machines in combination with individual player state machines would yield any significant benefits. Furthermore, as profiling continues to gain traction, we would seek to increase the level of automation of the profiling and to create more comprehensive player and team profiles, observing the effects on performance and engagement. This may also facilitate the incorporation of a Critic Presenter (Oh and Oh 2017 ) that provides more human-like gameplay critiquing as part of the reflective personalisation process. Finally, future research and development could also seek to enhance the dynamic team formation approach and explore how different team formation techniques affect performance and engagement.
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